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Abstract
SCP is a recent effort that focuses on improving the scalability of blockchains by combining PoW and BFT. However, there exist security problems and performance limitation in SCP. In this paper, an improved blockchain
consensus protocol ISCP with higher security and better
efficiency is presented. We adopt a decentralized multipartition consensus model to address the security problem
in SCP while keeping the computational-scalable feature
of the protocol. We also propose a novel intra-committee
consensus algorithm which is more efficient than BFT in
intra-committee consensus. We analyze and prove that
ISCP has higher security and better efficiency than SCP.
Experimental results show that the novel intra-committee
consensus protocol can significantly reduce consensus delay and greatly increase throughput of the network.
Keywords: Blockchain; Consensus Protocol; Security;
Throughput

1

Introduction

Blockchains that can provide trusted, auditable computing in a decentralized network of peers are the underlying
technology of cryptocurrency platforms represented by
Bitcoin [7]. They also show broad application prospects
in fields such as finance, logistics, healthcare [8], and ecommerce [15]. A blockchain is a kind of state machine
based on peer-to-peer networks. Ideally, the state of every
peer should keep consistent. A Proof-of-Work(PoW) [9]
consensus protocol based on CPU power is utilized in the
Bitcoin network to achieve consistency among peers by
selecting one of participants called miners to issue a proposal that everyone adopts. The miners collect transactions and compete to solve cryptographic puzzles. This
process is also known as mining [13]. The PoW consensus can ensure communication efficiency and security
of blockchains. However, there are some limitations to
the consensus mechanism, such as consuming too much
computing power and spending too long time in each

epoch. The Bitcoin blockchain grows steadily at a rate
of one block every 10 minutes, with size of 1MB per
block [12]. The fixed growth speed and block size lead
to poor throughput of only 7 transactions per second
(Tx/s). Worse still, it will bring about more forks in the
blockchain if we simply increase the block size and speed
up the generation of blocks, which is likely to result in
double-spending [4, 10].
To address the security problem of PoW mechanism
under high-speed generating of blocks, Ethereum [2]
adopts GHOST (Greedy Heaviest-Observed Sub-Tree)
protocol which uses a new policy for selecting the main
chain in the block tree to relieve the conflict between security and performance. However, the performance of the
performance of GHOST-PoW has not been sufficiently
tested. Eyal et al. propose the Bitcoin-NG [6] protocol
to increase the throughput of blockchains via a primary
node appending micro-blocks to the blockchain without
proof of work. However, the election of the primary node
is based on PoW mechanism which may lead to forks,
and the eventual consistency cannot be ensured through
this way. Traditional BFT consensus protocols have good
performance in throughput, but they require the identities of nodes to be fixed. Furthermore, the communication complexity of BFT will increase dramatically with
the increase of participants, so it only works on networks
with fewer nodes. Tendermint [1] with low communication overhead is a variant of BFT protocols. It offers
better node scalability and security than BFTs.
In recent years, hybrid PoW/BFT consensus protocols become the promising solution for high performance
blockchains. SCP [14] is a computationally scalable
Byzantine consensus protocol for blockchains. It utilizes a PoW-based identity management mechanism to
prevent Sybil attacks [5] and divide nodes into different
committees. Moreover, committees generating blocks in
parallel through the BFT protocol enables the network
throughput to scale approximately linearly with computing power. However, the node scalability of the BFT protocol is poor, and communication complexity increases
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dramatically with the increase of nodes within committees, which will lead to long consensus delay. Besides, a
final committee is designated to combine the blocks of
sub-committees into an ordered blockchain data structure, which may cause the security problem. There exist
inherent contradictions between communication complexity and security of the final committee. It is difficult to
ensure the security of the protocol while keeping its efficiency. This paper presents an improved SCP protocol
(ISCP). We design a decentralized multi-partition consensus model without the final committee to address the
security problem in SCP and reduce the communication
complexity of the protocol. We further propose a more
efficient intra-committee consensus mechanism that simplifies the consensus process and reduces the consensus
delay.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we overview some novel blockchain consensus
mechanisms that scale PoW and BFT protocols. Section 3 analyses security and efficiency problem of SCP.
Section 4 introduces our improved consensus protocol in
detail. In Section 5 and Section 6, we analyze the security and efficiency of ISCP thoroughly. Experimental
results are presented in Section 7. The contributions of
this paper are concluded in Section 8.

2

Related Work

PoW blockchains are not suitable for modern cryptocurrency platforms due to their poor performance. Therefore, many approaches have been proposed to solve the
problem. The GHOST protocol used in Ethereum theoretically supports higher throughput than Bitcoin. It
adopts a new policy that weights the subtrees rooted in
blocks rather than the longest chain rooted in given blocks
called the longest chain rule in Bitcoin. The new policy
relieves the conflict between performance and security, so
it supports higher throughput. However, the performance
of GHOST has not been verified yet because the current
throughput of Ethereum is only about 0.2 Tx/s on average. Eyal et al. proposed Bitcoin-NG that increases network throughput and reduces consensus delay. In BitcoinNG, a primary node elected by means of PoW appends
multiple micro-blocks that consist of transactions to the
blockchain without PoW mining. However, forks will appear during the election of the primary node inevitably
and the eventual consistency cannot be guaranteed, which
may lead to security problems.
Traditional BFT protocols, which support high
throughput, are only applicable in networks with few
nodes because they are bandwidth-limited. Classical BFT
protocols would run in O(n2 ) or O(n3 ) communication
complexity. With increase of nodes, the consensus delay
will eventually become unacceptable. In addition, they
cannot tolerate the fluidity of participants. As a result,
Byzantine agreement protocols cannot be directly used in
blockchain consensus. As a variant of BFT, the Tender-
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mint protocol has higher security, better flexibility than
traditional BFTs because participants are forced to lock
their coins in a bond deposit during the consensus process
and a block is added to the blockchain only if it has been
signed by more than 2/3 validators. HoneyBadger [11] is
a randomized BFT protocol which supports more nodes
than classical BFT protocols and ensures good practical
performance. Liu et al. [3] argue that the attack model
assumed by the BFT systems rarely appears in reality and
propose the XFT protocol which reduces the communication complexity and tolerates up to n/2 byzantine nodes
simultaneously.
The lightning network proposed by Poon et al. [16] increases the transaction throughput through a dedicated
fast channel. Through the scalable micro-payment channel network, parties can make high-frequency and bidirectional micro-payment with extremely low delay. However,
the security of the lightning network is difficult to guarantee and it essentially belongs to offline blockchain technology. Micro-payment channels [17] increase the throughput of blockchains, but it is also offline blockchain technology and its security is difficult to guarantee.
Hybrid consensus refers to a new kind of consensus
mechanism which combines PoW and BFT. SCP is a hybrid consensus protocol using PoW for identity management and BFT for consensus. Generating blocks in parallel enables the throughput of blockchains to scale approximately linearly with the number of participants in
SCP.

3

SCP
and
Blockchain

Its

Two-layer

SCP utilizes proof-of-work to randomly place nodes into
different committees, and these committees propose subblocks in parallel, thus improving the throughput of the
blockchain network. The problem here is how to combine
the outputs of committees into an ordered data structure
which will be added to the blockchain. In SCP, a final
committee is designated to combine these sub-blocks like
the centralized institution. Furthermore, SCP has proved
the following lemmas:
Lemma 1. In every epoch with good randomness, for
each committee, at least c/2+1 committee members will be
honest with probability at least 1 − e−27c160 . Moreover,
the probability of generating c/2 + 1 malicious identities
by the end of the epoch is also exponentially small.
Lemma 2. In every epoch with good randomness, the
honest members agree on a unique value with at least c/2+
1 signatures, with probability at least 1 − e−27c160 .
Lemma 3. In every epoch with good randomness, honest members of the final committee will broadcast a combined value (from values from other committees) which
has at least c/2 + 1 signatures, with probability at least
1 − e−27c160 .
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Where c is the size of each committee, 2s is the number
of committees. Lemma 3 ensures security and correctness
of the final committee as long as c is large enough. However, the parameter c has significant influence on efficiency
of SCP because the total number of message transmissions
is O(nc + c3 ) in each epoch where n is the total number
of nodes in an epoch. As shown in Figure 1, assuming
n is 10,000 (10,510 nodes in Bitcoin and 15,147 nodes in
Ethereum until May 2018), the number of message transmissions will reach 390,000 when the size of committee
is 35. Moreover, according to Lemma 3, probability that
the final committee behaves correctly will decrease dramatically when the size of final committee is below 50,
which is shown in Figure 2. Therefore, the correctness
of final committee cannot be ensured with overwhelming
probability while keeping the efficiency of the protocol.

4
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ISCP

To address the security and efficiency problems of SCP,
we propose ISCP, an improved blockchain protocol. We
design a decentralized multi-partition consensus model
which consists of only single layer without the final committee. We further propose an inter-committee consensus
protocol to ensure all the honest nodes reach an agreement securely and efficiently on the final block which is
then added to the blockchain. To further improve the efficiency of ISCP, we also adopt a novel intra-committee
consensus algorithm which only requires linear communication complexity.

4.1

Decentralized Multi-partition Consensus Model

As shown in Figure 3, we propose a decentralized multipartition consensus model. The operation of ISCP is divided into epochs. In each epoch, ISCP splits network
participants into several sub-committees to generate subblocks in parallel. Similar with SCP, nodes in ISCP are
random assigned into different committees according to
the PoW computation result. The last r bits of the PoW
result is used to specify which committee a node belongs
to, i.e., each committee is identified by its r-bit committee id. Unlike SCP, a final committee is not required to
integrate sub-blocks in our decentralized multi-partition
consensus model. The committees in our protocol are
responsible for not only generating sub-blocks but also
combining all the correct sub-blocks into a final consensus block.
The consensus process of each epoch is divided into
Figure 1: Message transmissions grow polynomial with two steps. In the first step, committees run our intrathe size of committee
committee consensus protocol to process separate sets of
transactions and generate sub-blocks in parallel. Once a
sub-block is verified and signed by at least c/2 + 1 members of a committee, the sub-block will be broadcast to all
the sub-committees instead of sending to the final committee. In the second step, each committee runs an intercommittee consensus protocol to reach an agreement on
the final consensus block that includes all the correct subblocks. The final consensus block will be added to the
blockchain. At the same time, a random string is revealed
to each node to start a new epoch.

4.2
4.2.1

Intra-committee Consensus
Algorithm

The PoW consensus algorithm is designed for Bitcoin networks with a large number of nodes and high mobility, but
it is criticized for its heavy computational resource consumption and unstable consensus period. SCP adopts the
Figure 2: Probability that the final committee behaves BFT protocol for consensus in committees. The BFTs
correctly decreases dramatically when the size of final protocol, which are bandwith-limited, are not suitable
for intra-committee consensus in our system because the
committee is below 50
number of nodes may exceed 200 (e.g. 300) in a single committee. In this paper, we propose a novel intra-
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we introduce a new concept called computation distance
to ensure the randomness of selection. The computation
power distance is defined as follows:
Dist(node1 , node2 ) = Hashnode1 XOR Hashnode2 .

(1)

Where Dist(node1 , node2 ) is the computation power
distance between node1 and node2 , Hashnode1 and
Hashnode2 are the suitable fixed-length hash strings calculated by node1 and node2 in the previous PoW phase.
XOR stands for the logical operation whose output is true
only when inputs differ. We can easily prove the randomFigure 3: Decentralized multi-partition consensus model ness of the selection because the hash string is randomly
generated.
committee consensus algorithm to achieve better consensus performance. We adopt a “retry-on-failure” mechanism to achieve consensus and reduce communication
complexity in each committee. The interaction process
of the novel intra-committee consensus protocol includes
five operation steps. These steps are described as follows:
In Step 1, the leader node in each committee broadcasts the prepare message hP reBlockHash, BlockHash,
Blockpre , random, Signature, CommitteeIdi within the
committee. Where Blockpre contains all the correct transactions received by the committee, random is a random
value chosen by the leader node as the seed for generating
epochRandomness which will be used in next epoch, and
CommitteeId is the identity of the committee;
In Step 2, nodes in the committee verify the correctness of data in Blockpre , and send a prevote
message hBlockHash, IP, P K, nonce, Signaturei to the
leader node if the verification succeeds. If a node detects
errors in Blockpre , the node will ask other nodes in the
committee to re-elect the leader node.
In Step 3, when the leader node in a partition collects c/2 + 1 of the prevote messages the
for the Blockpre , it broadcasts a submit message
hBlock, BlockHash, T imestamp, random, P K, Signatur
es, CommitteeIdi to the nodes in the committee.
In Step 4, the nodes in the committee verify whether
the Signatures in the submit message contains at least
c/2 + 1 valid signatures or not. If the verification fails,
another leader node will be randomly elected to restart
the consensus process. In this paper, a new concept called
computation power distance between nodes is introduced
to help to randomly elect a new leader node when the
current leader node is compromised. We will introduce it
later in Section 4.2.2. If the verification succeed, nodes
in the committee will broadcast the submit message to
other committees.
4.2.2

Computation Distance

4.2.3

Normal-case Operation

When the leader node in a partition is a non-malicious
node, the timing diagram of the protocol is illustrated as
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Normal case timing diagram of intra-committee
consensus
After joining a committee, leader nodes and ordinary
nodes start to collect transactions submitted by users in
the blockchain network. In our system, all nodes in a committee can receive transactions and all the received transactions will be broadcasted within the partition. This
process ensures that the committee can continue to process transactions even if the leader node is compromised.
When the received data reaches a certain number of bytes
(such as 1 MB) or the waiting time expires (for example 5
minutes), the committee generates and broadcasts a subblock following the protocol described above.

When the leader node in a committee is compromised, 4.3 Inter-committee Consensus
honest nodes will randomly select a new leader node which
has the minimal computation distance with the previous After broadcasting sub-blocks, all committees have to
leader node to continue the consensus process. In ISCP, achieve consensus on the final block through running the
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inter-committee consensus protocol. Our goal is to ensure security with overwhelming probability and achieve
O(n) communication complexity which is independent of
the size of a committee. An inter-committee consensus
protocol is introduced to integrate sub-blocks into a final
consensus block. The protocol consists of the following
steps:
In Step 1, after receiving a submit message with subblock, an honest node checks whether the sub-block contains at least c/2 + 1 correct signatures or not. If the
verification fails, the honest node will discard this message and stop to propagate to other nodes. If the verification succeeds, the honest node will save the sub-block
and sends the submit message to its neighboring nodes.
In Step 2, once a node has received sub-blocks from all
the committee, it begins to take the ordered set union of
all transactions in sub-blocks into a final consensus block
where sub-blocks are arranged by the order of committee
id. If there exist conflicts between sub-blocks, the transaction in the sub-block behind will be deleted from the
final consensus block.
In Step 3, a node which has generated the final block
becomes a leader node in its committee and the committee
run the intra-committee consensus protocol to reach an
agreement on the final consensus block.
In Step 4, each committee broadcast its conf irm
messages hP reBlockHash, BlockHash, T imestamp,
CommitteeId, epochRandomness, nodesListi to other
committees, where BlockHash is the cryptographic digest of the final consensus block and epochRandomness
calculated from seeds in all the sub-blocks is the random
value for next epoch of consensus process. nodeList is a
list of 20 to 30 members in a committee from where other
nodes can download the final consensus block.
In Step 5, once a node has received at least c/2 + 1
valid conf irm message with the same P reBlockHash
and BlockHash, it adds the final consensus block to the
blockchain locally and begins the next epoch.

time of election, The probability that the elected leader
node behaves arbitrarily is no more than 1/3. In the first
x times of elections, the probability P that all the leader
nodes are compromised satisfies the following constraint:
P = 3−x .

Security Analysis

In ISCP, we consider the same threat model and security assumptions as SCP. Malicious nodes may behave
arbitrarily and the portion of byzantine adversaries is no
more than 1/3. In addition, honest nodes in the network
topology are connected and the communication channel
is synchronous.

5.1

Intra-committee Consensus Security

As mentioned above, nodes are randomly assigned into
different committees, the number of compromised nodes
is at most 1/3 at a high probability. We utilize a “retry on
failur” method to elect an honest leader node to propose
a correct sub-block and reach consensus within a committee. We also adopt a new concept called computation
distance to ensure randomness of the election. In each

(2)

As shown in Figure 5, with the increase of election
times, the probability that all the previous leader nodes
are malicious decreases dramatically and honest nodes
in a committee will reach an agreement once an honest
leader node turns up. A Malicious leader node may broadcast a sub-block without enough signatures, but honest
nodes will refuse to accept it and stop to propagate to
other nodes.

Figure 5: Probability that elected leader nodes are all
malicious decreases quickly with times of election

5.2

5
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Inter-committee Consensus Security

During propagation phase of sub-blocks, a malicious adversary may forge sub-blocks to confuse other honest
nodes in the network because honest nodes do not know
the identities of the nodes in other committees. These
counterfeit sub-blocks consist of correct transaction data
but are different from the origin ones, i.e., part of transactions are deleted. We will prove that it is extremely
hard for malicious adversaries to launch such an attack.
As mentioned above, P rovotes in the submit message
must contain at least c/2 + 1 valid prevote messages. The
prevote message contains IP , P K, Signature and nonce
of a specific node. Honest nodes can check the validation of an identity by comparing the difficulty and hash
string which is calculated from IP , P K and nonce in
prevote message. A malicious adversary wants to forge
a sub-block, he must create enough identities to provide
enough valid signatures. Moreover, these identities must
belong to the same committee which is identified by an
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r-bit committee id. The malicious adversary has to search submit message to other committees. The number of mesfor valid nonce that makes the calculated hash string have sages required for a consensus is M sgsum = N + c + c +
(50+r) same bits with the original. If T is the expected c − 3 = 3c − 3 + N , and the time complexity is O(c).
time for all the users, collectively, to find one proof-ofwork, then the adversary has to take a time Tbyz to find
a satisfied nonce value. The Tbyz satisfies the following
constraint:
Tbyz = 2s · T.

(3)

Assuming T10 minutes, 2s is 32, Tbyz will be 5.3 hours
which are far more than the time an epoch takes. Therefore, It is nearly impossible for the adversary to launch
such an attack.

6

Efficiency Analysis
Figure 7: Normal case operation of the intra-committee

6.1

Intra-committee
ciency

Consensus

Effi- consensus protocol

In SCP, a committee runs classical consensus protocol
such as PBFT to propose sub-block. The number of
nodes is c in a committee, the operation of PBFT protocol in normal case is shown in Figure 6. Four phases are
needed in each consensus epoch, including pre-prepare
phase, prepare phase, commit phase and reply phase.
During the last reply phase, nodes in a committee submit a sub-block to the upper layer (the final committee).
The messages required for a consensus process is the sum
of messages in four phases, M sgsum = 2c2 − c, and the
time complexity is O(c2 ).

PBFT can achieve the state synchronization among
honest nodes even if a few nodes are compromised. However, consistency among nodes within a committee is
achieved through a voting process in our system. Compared with BFTs, we cancel the mutual communication
among the nodes in our intra-committee consensus protocol. Even if the leader node is compromised, other nodes
can detect the compromise in time and continue to complete the consensus. From the analysis above, it can be
concluded that the intra-committee consensus protocol in
ISCP greatly reduces the computation complexity of the
protocol compared with the BFTs protocol.

6.2

Inter-committee
ciency

Consensus

Effi-

In SCP, the number of messages transmitted in the final
consensus phase and broadcast phase is M sgsum = N +c3 .
The final committee has to run the PBFT protocol whenever a sub-block is proposed by a node in committees,
which causes very high communication complexity. In
contrast, each committee only broadcasts a sub-block to
the network in ISCP, which makes the communication
Figure 6: Normal case operation of the PBFT protocol complexity independent of the size of committee. The
total number of messages transmitted during the intercommittee consensus phase is (3 + 2s ) · N which consists
The operation of our intra-committee consensus pro- of an intra-committee consensus process and a broadcast
tocol in normal case is showed in Figure 7. Four phases of the final block.
are required to complete a consensus, including prepare
phase in which the leader node broadcasts Blockpre to
other nodes in the partition for verification, prevote phase
Experimental Evaluation
during which vote messages towards Blockpre from other 7
nodes will be sent to the leader node, submit phase in
which the leader node broadcast a block with enough sig- Experiments are conducted to test and compare the connatures to the other nodes in the committee, broadcast sensus delay and throughput of ISCP and SCP in the
phase in which the committee members broadcast the intra-committee.
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Experiment Setup

tocol can greatly reduce the time it takes to reach consensus in a committee, which enables the committee proIn the experiments, Docker, an advanced container virtucess network requests more quickly and provide better
alization technology, is used to simulate network nodes
services.
with version of Docker Community Edition 17.09.0-cewin33 (13620). The codes are based on Python 3. The
communication between nodes is based on the UDP pro- 7.3 Throughput Test
tocol. An official Docker image with python version 3.5.4- This test compares the processing performance of SCP
jessie is the running environment of the codes. The host’s and ISCP in a committee. SCP uses the PBFT protocol
memory is 8GB and its operating system is Windows 10 to reach a consensus, while ISCP uses the intra-committee
Professional Version 14393.1770. 2048MB memory is al- consensus protocol to reach a consensus. A certain numlocated to Docker for use.
ber of requests (200 in the test) are send to the committee
with sending rate increased constantly. When the sending
rate is increased to a certain extent, requests cannot be
7.2 Consensus Delay Test
fully processed in the committee and some messages are
Consensus delay experiments test the time required for lost. We think this is a failure. In the experiment, the
SCP and ISCP to complete a consensus in one commit- failure rate of processing requests of the two protocols is
tee. SCP uses the PBFT protocol to reach a consensus, compared at different request sending rate.
while ISCP uses the intra-committee consensus protocol
reach a consensus. By continuously increasing the number of nodes in the committee, we obtain a delay trend for
consensus in a partition, as showed in Figure 8. Each data
is the average of 20 test results under the same conditions.

Figure 9: Throughput evaluation

Figure 8: Consensus delay evaluation

In a committee, the consensus delay of SCP approximately grows quadratically with the increase of number
of nodes, but the consensus delay of ISCP increases linearly at the same conditions. The reason is that there
is many unnecessary communication between nodes in
the PBFT protocol used by SCP when the leader node
is honest with high probability. Massive message transmission between nodes greatly increases the consensus delay, especially in the internet environment where there
may be non-negligible delay during message delivery. The
intra-committee consensus protocol in our single-layer
blockchain is used for electing a consensus sub-block by
voting within a committee. As a result, messages exchanged between nodes are greatly reduced. Experimental results show that our intra-committee consensus pro-

As shown in Figure 9, the failure of the PBFT protocol occurs when requests are processed at a sending rate
of 185 requests per second. However, the failure of ISCP
occurs at 333 requests per second. At a high level, when
new requests arrive at the partition, a queue of requests
with limited length is allocated to cache the requests in
each member of the partition. If the partition cannot process and remove the requests from the queue in time, the
newly arrived requests will be discarded. That is, request
processing begins to fail. When a committee in ISCP runs
the intra-committee consensus protocol, the delay of consensus process is low and requests are processed quickly.
Because the delay of the consensus process of PBFT in
SCP are longer than the intra-committee consensus protocol in ISCP, slow request processing rate leads to low
throughput. The experimental results show that the committee in ISCP can handle requests with higher sending
rate when using our intra-committee consensus protocol.
The throughput of the ISCP in committees is higher than
that of the SCP committees.
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Conclusion

BFT used in SCP can result in higher latency and communication complexity in the intra-committee consensus
process. In addition, existence of the centralized final
committee also leads to the increase of communication
complexity and the security of final committee is hard to
guarantee, which threatens the system security. This paper introduced ISCP, an improved blockchain consensus
protocol to address these problems. We design a decentralized multi-partition consensus model without the final
committee and an inter-committee consensus protocol to
enable honest nodes to reach an agreement on the final
consensus block with high efficiency. We further propose
an intra-committee consensus protocol for committee consensus which is more efficient than the BFTs protocol in
SCP. The consensus mechanism of ISCP enhanced the
performance and security of blockchains. Experimental
results showed that the consensus delay of the committees in ISCP is much lower than that of the committees in SCP, especially as the number of nodes increases.
The intra-committee consensus protocol of ISCP supports
higher processing rates of transactions than PBFT under
the same conditions.
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